Chapter 1  Hot Dog Counter

Fred and Rudy are making hot dogs at the ballpark. Fred dispenses mustard and Rudy dispenses catsup. A hot dog is not sold without each Fred and Rudy putting both mustard and catsup on the dog. As each pushes the button for their ingredient, a signal is fed to the PLC for the action. Either button may be pushed first. Design a program to count the total number of hot dogs made. Inputs should be wired to contacts and labeled as mustard and catsup. A display is kept in the PLC showing up-to-date counts of hot dogs made by Fred and Rudy.

To complete the lab, enter the program shown later in the lab into the PLC and wire the two inputs.

Watch the count accumulate in the counter as the two buttons are pressed in any order. Get a listing from the listing software on the programming software package. The documented listing of the program may be used as the final lab report.

Wire the PLC to the inputs for this lab and to inputs or outputs for other labs per the diagram on the next page. The next page shows the layout of the PLC on the trainer and the PLC wiring schematic. To wire the two inputs, wire through the two pushbuttons selected so that 24 volts is at the terminals of I/0 and I/1 when the two buttons are pushed.

Enter the following 4 rung program in both Siemens TIA Portal and A-B RSLogix 5000.

catsup  mustard

...
Download both and wire the inputs. Demonstrate a working counter to your instructor:

![Diagram of a hot dog counter circuit]

The count of hot dogs made is found in the accumulated value of the counter.

Both PLC platforms have instruction help features which may be used at this point to find how the counter function above is programmed. RSLogix 5000 has this feature in its Help>Instruction Help tab. Siemens has similar help features but has helps with the instruction to identify variable types in the instruction itself.
### Count Up (CTU)

The CTU instruction counts upward.

#### Available Languages

- **Ladder Diagram**
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- **Function Block**

This instruction is available in function block as **CTU**.

- **Structured Text**

This instruction is available in structured text as **CTU**.

#### Operands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operand</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counter</td>
<td>COUNTER</td>
<td>tag</td>
<td>counter structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preset</td>
<td>DINT</td>
<td>immediate</td>
<td>how high to count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accum</td>
<td>DINT</td>
<td>immediate</td>
<td>number of times the counter has counted initial value is typically 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COUNTER Structure

---

**RSLogix 5000 Counter Instruction**
In the example above, we see the type of inputs available for PV and CV. In general, PV is short for process variable and CV is short for the controlled variable. For the up-counter, PV is the count preset and CV is the active count. The PV may hold a constant as shown below:
Siemens’ CTU Instruction with PV Constant (=9999)

Siemens wiring of input I0.0 is below:
Similar wiring is used on the Allen-Bradley L1 controller:

CompactLogix 5370 L1 Controller with embedded I/O Module
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